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editor’s note

Opportunities with the Green Rush
They are like a flash
in the pan. They
have no history. No
relationships. Their
business cards are
written up and cut
out by hand.

F

or some time now , I’ve been trying to pay
more attention to what electrical distributors
are doing, if anything, to get a piece of the
renewables pie.
When commenting on the Canadian Solar
Industries Association’s (CanSIA’s) last national
conference in Toronto, I noted “It’s like the Wild
West in here”... though it is more appropriate to
liken the renewable energy industry (especially in
Ontario) to a gold, no, green rush. (Electrical Business March 2011, page 3)

event bore the title “Solar Specialist”. Our industry
needs more of him.
Also, at least one distributor is taking its renewables message straight to end users. Sonepar first
caught my eye in this regar d last summer when
Osso Electric—in partnership with Solar Semiconductor—set up a 3kW mobile solar array display
at The Canadian National Exhibition in Toronto to
help Boom 97.3 FM pump ou t its music. Ea rlier
this year, Sonepar Canada launched BlueW ay: a
social and educational online community designed
to “provide and share knowledge for the sustainable
However, if we can adapt more quickly to the green
creation and use of electricity”.
opportunity (faster than we did with the opportunity
Not long after, I stumbled upon Sonepar at the
brought by datacom), then the opportunities will be National Home Show. Among the staf f were two
great; environmental awareness and politics will see Solar Reps, discussing renewables with all the Joe
to that!
Averages attending this consumer show . Rather
than simply encourage electrical contractors to
So wrote John Kerr in his Fall 2010 “Market Mix” push green solutions on their customers, the stratcolumn. He went on to provide some additional
egy here seems to be that of creatin g demand at
suggestions as to how to leap into—and start taking the customer level, and have the customer push the
advantage of—that green rush.
electrical contractor straight back to his electrical
In Ontario, the rush for lucrative Feed-In-T ariff distributor for solutions.
(FIT) and microFIT contracts has attracted numerUltimately, you have to do that with which you
ous so-called “solutions providers” from all parts
are comfortable and willing to support. A social
of the globe. Don’t get me wrong: a lot of providers media site, for example, may not be right for you.
are stable, well-known global players with excellent Mitch Joel, who returns to the S&D Conference
reputations. It’s the other ones I worry about—the this year, explains social media is the last thing
ones we should all worry about: the ones who, liter
- you do, especially when your heart isn’ t into it,
ally, are here today and gone tomorrow.
and you feel like you don’ t have the time to do it.
(D&S Spring 2010, page 4)
They are like a flash in the pan. They have no
history. No relationships. Their business cards are
My eyes may deceive me but, looking back,
written up and cut out by hand.
I don’t see a single recognized electrical distributor
For something as long-term as a FIT contract exhibiting at the aforementioned CanSIA national
(say, 25 years), you would think they would be scru- conference. (I’ve not checked the exhibitor list for
tinized right out of the market. Y et they persist, CanWEA’s [Canadian Wind Energy Association’s]
and I would argue it’ s because still not enough is
last gathering, but will it be much dif ferent?)
being done on our end to make C anada’s estabHow you wish to proceed is up to you, but to
lished electrical channel the preferred channel for not proceed at all ensures one thing: that someone
renewables solutions.
else will be munching on what little piece of pie
That said, it’s encouraging to see some distribu- you now have.
tors either acquiring or developing in-house
renewables expertise to address this market segment. One person I met recently at a regional solar
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s&d update

Why we need EFC’s new
Electrical Council now

E
The electrical channel—
manufacturers, distributors
and reps—are uniting to
form one industry group:
the Electrical Council.
Under the ElectroFederation Canada banner,
the council will work for
the Canadian electrical
industry to promote
research, education, codes
& standards, sustainability,
electrical safety, industry
statistics and networking.
Together, we are a united
voice for the electrical
industry in Canada.

Rick McCarten is vicepresident, Electrical Council,
Electro-Federation Canada.
Visit www.electrofed.com.

ffective June 1, two Electro-Federation
Canada (EFC) councils—EEMAC (Electrical Equipment Manufacturers Association
of Canada) and the Supply & Distribution
Council (S&D)—will join to form the Electrical
Council, representing the entire electrical product channel in Canada.
Although S&D already includes manufacturers, there is a tremendous amount of activity in
EEMAC on such things as codes and standards,
harmonization, product safety, anti-counterfeiting, and other important areas in which we
should all be informed. S&D has traditionally
played a key networking role, as well as provided
education and market research opportunities,
so by combining the two groups, all of our
activities will be made available to all Electrical Council members.

be responsible for the goods they import should
they prove faulty or harmful. This is not just a
problem for manufacturers, but all of us. The
quicker we, as an industry, react to an issue with
an electrical product, the less expensive the corrective measures.
Our industry also faces new requirements for
product energy efficiency. We see it now with
lighting, but this will expand to include all products that consume or transfer energy . Just as
products have to be certified safe, they will also
have to be certified energy efficient.
Another force that continues to affect our
industry is the digital world. The Dot-Com Revolution of the 1990s was a bust but, a decade
or so later, look at how it has transformed the
music, movie and book businesses. The digital
revolution has a long-term, irreversible effect on
every transaction in our industry . Will it make
Why now?
more sense to buy direct, sell direct, or both?
A number of external forces are pulling our
Can we hold the structure together? Do we need
industry into the next decade, requiring us to
to develop a new understanding of how best to
form a unique and increasingly unified organi- cooperate? Yes.
We have always had unique distributors and
zation in Canada.
manufacturers,
but nowadays they seem to be
Provincial governments are establishing
Extended Producer Responsibility (EPR) regu- coming from all places simultaneously, and with
lations; meantime, all our members sell product greater frequency. We don’t have just one unique
that ultimately finds its way into landfill. Just line or channel—we have them all!
like materials, labour and marketing, the proper
These days, anyone can produce quality proddisposal of a product is to be included in its cost. ucts; and with easy access to infrastructure for
EEMAC has worked tirelessly with government shipping and marketing, they can do so anyto ensure provincial EPR regulations for lighting where in the world. No longer are the familiar
strategic strongholds strategic.
and batteries best represent members’ needs.
We anticipate this list will expand to include all
The more responsive we are to the public and
electrical products.
proactive with our customers, the easier it will be
But collecting money is one thing; determining to handle new markets and work hand-in-hand
how to spend it ef fectively is another. As more with government. This is something you cannot
products come under review, our entire industry to do alone, but manufacturers, distributors and
will be involved in the collection of fees, deter - reps across the country working in harmony
mining responsibility, and identifying those not with their customers can have the profound
playing by the rules.
impact needed to influence government and the
Another government force is the newly enacted marketplace at large.
Canada Consumer Product Safety Act (CCPSA),
There is no better time for a new direction
which puts increased pressure on companies to and the new Electrical Council.
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go to market

Customer relations: is it cool to be digital?
How often have you
phoned or met a
person directly to have
a real conversation that
fixed everything?

With many years of experience
in business development, sales
& marketing, David H. Green,
P.Eng.—managing partner,
Stratmarc Associates—
specializes in strategy,
marketing, communications
and development of
education/industry
partnerships for industrial and
technology clients. Contact
him at (705) 443-8974 or
davidgreen@stratmarc.com.

I

n a scenario reminiscent of Chicken Little’s “The sky
is falling”, one has to wonder whether the digital
revolution is waning, as various forms of e-messaging are no longer cool, but cooling. Given the spate of
security breaches at e-list houses, anti-spam legislation,
overloaded Inboxes and hyperactive Spam and Junk
filters, declining open rates and increasingly cautious
internet users, it’s hard to imagine anyone’ s product/
service message being read, let alone acted upon.
It is ironic, then, that the Supply & Distribution
Conference’s theme this year is “Thinking Beyond Your
Castle Walls”, as it seems others are using fear , uncertainty and doubt over e-communications to put walls
around our customers and prospects. We need to be
more effective at getting through these ‘walls’.
Making this digital landscape more precarious is
Ottawa’s passage of Bill C-28: the Fighting Internet
and Wireless Spam Act (FISA), which complements
and amends other legislation, like PIPEDA (Personal
Information Protection & Electronic Documents Act).
This legislation may seriously impact the way you go
to market.
With FISA, Canada is actually catching up to other
progressive countries’ internet legislation. The European Union, for example, has some very strict rules
on digital data collection, prior consent and privacy;
the United States may have more liberal rules regarding e-mail collection and use, but Opt-Out capability is
mandatory. (Canada being Canada, we will likely end
up somewhere in the middle.)
FISA refers to “commercial electronic messages”
(CEMs), which encompass any message that could
“reasonably be construed to encourage participation
in a commercial activity”, and transmitted any number
of ways, including e-mail, instant/text messaging (IM
and SMS), social media postings and some voice
communications.
Canada’s act requires prior opt-in with positive confirmation from the recipient before you can send your
CEMs. (There are, however, provisions for implied consent relating to prior business relationships, partners,
existing active e-mail lists, etc.)
So what do you do? First, review existing lists for
affirmative opt-ins and prior business communications.
Look at your web forms and Contact Us information
areas for proper consent information, with the Opt-In

box pre-checked as the default setting. Granted, you
will end up with smaller lists, and your sales team will
have to be careful about unsolicited mass e-mailing, but
the fines and consequences can be serious, so develop
policies and procedures your staff can follow.
All of this is enough to make one think that maybe
electronic messaging is too much trouble for the return
on invested resources but, over time, it will build trust
and credibility for compliant users.
In a digital marketplace of tablets and smartphones,
4G networks and a million “apps”—combined with
an increasing cadre of customers who have “grown
up digital”—some form of e-communication will be
necessary, if not the norm. You’ll have to embrace the
technology, along with its caveats.
Having said that, you should also be considering all
the other tried and tested methods for engaging and
capturing new customers as complementary to the noncontact sport of e-marketing. E-communications don’t
let you shake a customer’s hand, see the whites of their
eyes, or instantly read their emotions and reactions to
your conversation (the first IM!).
With abbreviated and often cryptic dialogue, the
wording and underlying tone of an e-mail exchange
can give false impressions; in those cases, how often
have you phoned or met a person directly to have a real
conversation that fixed everything?
Yes, there is a revival of things such as direct mail,
conferences and shows (smaller and more focused,
maybe), and even customers seeing a live salesperson.
The whole area of personal contact and customer
engagement strategy is for another column, but these
important interactions complement the ‘virtual’ ones,
and give us a desperately needed dose of reality.
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market mix

Channel to evolve around sophisticated end users

T

here’s an old saying: if you want to sell what
John Brown buys, you must look through
John Brown’s eyes. Looking through those
eyes is a little trickier these days, as John Brown is
a lot smarter, more connected and better informed
than ever.
The issues facing our industry are ongoing and
fluid; commodity and global pricing are stretching
manufacturers’ ability to perform and deliver lower
prices. Commodities are being sold at greater ‘retail’
points. The base of our industry’ s sales pyramid
widens as product complexity evolves.
The electrical industry must determine its future
business model and how it wishes to define itself.
Should it adopt the path of selling product (where
fast-moving A-list items are the rule of the day), or an
integrated model with a solution-selling stance?
This was easier to figure out just a few years ago
when the market kept growing, and you could sell
all you had; when pricing was stable, competitors
were predictable and partnerships were a pillar.
In the Sixties, issues facing our industry included
regional warehousing, the emerging Seabell buying
group and, before that, consignment models. There
was even discussion over contractor buying groups.
Back then, there were fewer national distributors,
outlets were more numerous and the margins
simply put better.
In those days, the industry was an eclectic mix
of direct sales and buying direct, with some major
direct account sales and channel strategies. When
a distributor was not being serviced by a particular
manufacturer, the end user would simply buy from
whomever had what he needed.
The industry was much smaller then, too; the
nationals controlled a fraction of the market (in
comparison to their dominance today), more independents dotted the field, and alliances with end
users (primarily contractors) were open—and often
the rule.
Nowadays, the technology and scope behind
product innovations demand engineering support,
custom logistics, investment in inventory; meantime,
the challenges they present in managing new ratios
and processes are already stretching our market.
Many distributors are adopting green products (i.e.

Manufacturers may
have no choice but
to begin selling
direct with greater
frequency when
distributors cannot
offer a viable
alternative.

solar) and trying to make them part of the product
mix, but they’re doing so in an environment where
business models clash. Lead time for products,
standardized and consistent pricing, engineering
and training support demands are threatened, as
the value that distributors offer is either misunderstood or dismissed by an end user that will simply
abandon the channel relationship and go direct.
As products become more sophisticated, channel evolution (including sourcing direct) will be
the norm. Manufacturers may have no choice
but to begin selling direct with greater frequency
when distributors cannot offer a viable alternative.
Distributors will adopt the more mature, European model of buying direct for their commodity
products. Contractors will leverage their technical
expertise as integrators of more sophisticated electrical solutions.
Our challenge: to look forward without our blinders and realize that the road ahead will require us
to rethink our perspectives, preferences and alliances. Will our channel revert to what it once was?
Perhaps, but my money is on all the John Browns
who, for first time in a long time, will drive the
changes that impact our channel the most.

John Kerr has been involved
in the Canadian electrical
market for over 25 years,
consulting to electrical
equipment manufacturers
and publishing his annual
research, “Project Pathfinder”.
You can reach him at
johnkerr@kerrwil.com.
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THE

ROAD

WARRIORS OF
Jack Kohane

Illustration by Dominic Bugatto

A

nne Mulcahy, the former chair of Xerox and a CEO of the Y ear
award recipient, once said, “The customer always comes first...
you have to get face time with customers... nothing much else
matters”. But getting “face time” isn’t always possible in the far-flung
electrical field, especially so when some customers are sprinkled across
some very remote regions in Canada.
That’s why many electrical manufacturers go to market through
independent manufacturer representatives. In fact, the majority
of manufacturers in this industry use independent reps instead of
company-employed salespeople to cover at least some territories,
and it’s becoming the way of doing business for a growing number
of manufacturers for all territories.
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How do manufacturer reps represent?
“Historically, manufacturers hired their own factory sales force to
reach customers, but more companies are choosing to outsource
their sales,” explains Dick Roney, founder of Roney Marketing based
in Mississauga, Ont., whose team of seven salesmen work the Ontario
market on behalf of 13 electrical firms, including Broan-NuTone,
Cooper Bussmann and Klein Tools. “We make deals with people, not
paper,” Roney continues. “Our agency brings a three-prong approach
to the market: our sales force, or ‘feet on the street’ who sell product
and keep our customer distributors posted on new products; our
counter servicing company (a merchandising component to keep the
counter displays of customers in shape); and our inside customer
service group.”
To succeed in the rep game, one doesn’t need to be a rocket scientist, Roney remarks. “But as in any sales profession, the dif ference
between winning or losing an order is often razor-thin and you need
to do the little things very well. It’s not always about the lowest price,
and when it is, it’s often an order reps should not want anyway.”
Since independent sales reps handle a number of different product
lines, Roney believes they come equipped with a better understanding of market conditions, along with a broader range of customers
they service. “They can often sense overall market changes and
opportunities earlier and more accurately than factory salespeople
focused only on their own company’s products,” he nods.
Roney Marketing’s customer service department provides quotes,
expedites and handles orders and of fers customers solutions to
electrical problems. “In some cases we are it totally for that manufacturer,” says Roney. “A good customer service department in a strong
agency is the ‘heartbeat’ of the agency . They talk to the customers
daily whereas our outside reps might be seen every few weeks. A
happy customer who feels well cared for is our goal.”
In earlier years, manufacturer reps wereprimarily brought on board
for one main reason: their contacts and connections in the industry. While this is still one of the main drivers, there are many more,
including the almost relentless need by electrical distributors and
wholesalers for information on the latest products and innovations.
“Reps are professional outsourced sales and marketing; just as many
companies outsource payroll, human resources and trucking, many
others feel the same way about their sales and marketing function...
they must be ef fective and efficient to their users,” af firms Murray
Chamney, vice-president and operations manager for Intralec Electrical Products in Mississauga, Ont., which blankets distributor networks
across most of Ontario through six regional reps, two specifications
reps and one wire specialist. The company has 15 principals on its
line card, including Alcan, Crouse-Hinds and Milwaukee Tool.
“Most good reps are focused on demand creation,” Chamney points
out. “This requires a rep firm to build this in as one of their core values.
Reps know that most of the manufacturers that hire them are in dire
need of this discipline.” Reps also fill the gap where a manufacturer
may be weak, he adds. “The recession has trimmed many people and
departments from even large companies. Reps offer an easy, affordable
method to reach niche markets.”
Specialization is another plus as many reps are focused on a specific market area, including lighting, wire and cable, and controls,
thus delivering additional expertise to a manufacturer. “The building
blocks of successful selling are loyalty, relationships and trust, and

that’s where manufacturer reps excel,” Chamney chimes in. “W e
press the flesh with customers.”
Sandy Macpherson, who founded Burnaby , B.C.’s Alliance Marketing Ltd. 20 years ago as a manufacturer representative serving
the Western Canadian electrical and HVAC industries, says that, for
independent sales agencies to survive in the current fluid market—
one marked by consolidation, alternate channels and technology—it’s
critical they evolve to meet the changing needs of clients. “Agencies
today must become professional marketing organizations with sales
forces trained to answer increasingly technical application questions, focus on missionary sales work and create effective marketing
campaigns,” he insists.
In the case of Alliance Marketing and its team of four outside sales
reps, three inside customer service reps and warehouse coordinator,
Macpherson says he views his company’ s role as an extension of
the sales and marketing activities of his clients. “W e provide such
services for our clients as market intelligence, preparing annual forecasts (as well as monthly, by product and customer), and identifying
and communicating market opportunities. If a manufacturer calls
us with a product that doesn’t have a presence in our marketplace,
we can usually tell him in the first 10 minutes of the discussion
if the product will or won’t meet a demand and the reasons why.
Manufacturers have figured out that just because the product is on
a distributor’s shelves, it will not just fly off by itself. W e have to
develop a coordinated process of pulling stuff off of those shelves,
making sure that the channel is responsive to the customer and
ensuring that the customer understands how he can get his wants
and needs satisfied.”
It’s that kind of up-to-the-minute market know-how and credibility
with customers that sets independent manufacturers’ reps apart from
in-house factory reps. Most distributors and wholesalers welcome
these consultative sellers.

“The building blocks of successful selling
are loyalty, relationships and trust, and that’s
where manufacturer reps excel.”
Manufacturer reps keep costs down
Controlling costs is another huge spark that ignites manufacturers to
partner with an independent agent. Reps live with 30-day contracts
and volatile product portfolios. They only get one-month’s notice if
they lose a line. They may spend their entire career building a product line in their market, only to have that line disappear because of
a merger or acquisition.
Agency reps are almost always paid in a percentage of sales. If
they do well in selling a line, they are compensated fairly; if not, no
commission is paid. Thus, they of fer suppliers a cost certainty. By
contrast, setting up a factory sales force requires taking on operational costs that an independent manufacturer rep absorbs, such
as payroll, unemployment benefits, workers’ compensation, profit
sharing, bonus plans, pension plans, sick days and vacations. Add
in training time for new recruits and a support network (secretary
and administrative assistants), it is estimated that the total cost for
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one factory rep ranges, on average, from
$175,000 to $225,000.
“We have a broad product offering and
complementary products that bring opportunities that may not be seen by a factory
rep for one product,” asserts Tony Munden,
president of Munden Enterprises Ltd. in
Wolfville, N.S., which represents Fluke
Networks and Fluke Electronics in Atlantic
Canada. “We can provide a manufacturer
with an experienced and motivated s ales
team at a very low variable sales cost. Also,

we have a 30-day marriage that can be severed by either party. We continually have to
prove that we are doing the job.”
Heading a force of four outside salespeople covering the Atlantic region, Munden
emphasizes that his team spends a tremendous amount of time and money driving the
business by marketing the products they sell.
Some of his company’s initiatives designed
to spur sales include conducting Counter
Days, participating in trade shows, as well as
hosting Lunch and Learns. For the calendar

A Canadian manufacturer
of metallic ﬂexible conduits

... your one stop
shop for
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Custom extrusions
Custom lengths
High temperature products
Non-metallic conduits
Nylon conduits
CSA certiﬁed products
UL certiﬁed products
Conduit & cable accessories

We take great pride
in offering you
exemplary customer
service and
exceptional
workmanship

and much more...

P.O. Box 665
Cobourg, ON K9A 4R5
Phone: (905) 355-2959
1-800-561-4216

Fax: (905) 355-3384
1-800-230-9753
sales@superiorflex.com
www.superiorflex.com

year 2010, Munden Enterprises participated
in more than 75 distributor-focused events.
Products from principal manufacturers are
showcased at each of these events.
Munden touts his company’s recently
launched electronic marketing program. “We
have a database of over 1200 people, broken
down by vertical markets such as consultants,
contractors, end users, utility, telecom, industrial distribution and electrical distributors.”
Munden sends out four marketing emails per
weeks targeted to 1-2 market segments. These
emails are focused on new product or specific
product applications. “We are not limited to
dealing with one or two distributors, but sell
products to every distributor in the region.
One of our strengths is that no one distributor
represents more than 20 per cent of our total
business. Based on this, we are involved in
the majority of the projects within the region
based on our broad customer base.”
Mark Chowen, president of TMC Sales—a
start-up independent agency formed in Winnipeg in 2009—credits his enterprise’s quick
successes with such top-notch customers as
Gescan, Nedco and Guillevin to what he calls
his “immediately impact on the market with
his experience and existing relationships”.
Chowen asserts that, with the diversity of the
electrical market today, independent agents
have become even more valuable. “By representing more than one manufacturer, it
enables us to earn som e crossover business
by representing complementary lines, which
leads to growing the business of both or all
the manufacturers represented. An agency is
an ideal choice for a manufacturer looking
for full coverage of a territory but is unable
to put a full-time factory rep in place.”

Territorial intelligence
The market intelligence offered by the independent sales agent is lauded as a godsend
by smaller, lesser-known manufacturers who
need the close relationships these reps have
cemented with distributor and contractor
clients to promote their products. Larger
companies may rely on agents to penetrate
markets they wish to serve better.
Because agencies often sell the product
lines of between 10 to 15 dif ferent suppliers, some manufacturers feel their lines just
won’t get enough attention from outsourced
sales personnel. Countering this perception, Ed Tuggle, vice-president and principal
of Alberta-based D.A.D. Sales, says the key
to selling multiple lines is to maximize the
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synergies between and among the items and
systems in the product basket.
Asked how his reps balance their time
when making calls to pitch the products of
Anamet, Bemag Transformer, Ideal Industries, Ouellet and others in Alberta, portions
of British Columbia and the Northwest Territories, Tuggle replies, “Simply put, we ensure
that our salespeople are calling on any company or person who can potentially create
demand. There are many ways to create
demand but the bottom line is that if you’re
not calling on your customer’s customer, then
you’re not creating demand for your product. That is one of the key benefits to having
manufacturer reps as, typically, independents
employ far more salespersons than manufacturers who have direct sales people”.
Because the needs of each of the suppliers he represents dif fer, Thomas Brockway
prefers to limit their overall number in his
roster. He insists that this is the best way
to make his manufacturer/sales representative ratio realistic and manageable. “We
try and have manufacturers with synergies
that produce realistic ef ficiencies for us in
our territory coverage,” says the owner of
Brockway Enterprises, who entered the
independent rep business in 1988, starting
Brockway Enterprises headquartered in
Lower Sackville, N.S., to service all of Atlantic Canada. “Additionally, we try not to be all
things to all people and remain in the market
segments that best suit our knowledge base
and strengths.”
The local marketing edge and expertise
that independent sales reps bring to the table
for electrical suppliers works to perfection in
particular regions and provinces. Guy Goupil,
president of Contact Delage Inc. in Longueuil, Que., says his firm’s most outstanding
strength is in “Being regional, knowing our
market, knowing local codes and regulations,
knowing how local people do business. With
globalization, corporations have to compete
against the lowest-cost producers from anywhere in the world. Both distributors and
manufacturers have had to cut costs to meet
their profit objectives. So, when introducing
a new technology or new product in the field,
manufacturers know we have the regional
presence to do this quickly”.
Covering both the Quebec and the Ottawa
Valley regions, Marc Laplante of Laplante
et Associés in Longueuil says he notices
definite regional characteristics. “There are
some major differences in the way business

is done in various areas. Some products
we sell in Quebec do not sell in the Ottawa
valley. Some cities have incredibly strong
relationships between contractors and distributors; others are very price-driven and
margins are lower.” Laplante goes a step
further, stating that what sales reps are
tasked to do also shifts from one territory
to another. “In some areas, the reps are the
ones expected to generate the work from
the spec level, so the reps there have a very
strong engineer customer base. In other

cities, those reps are expected to be strong
with the builders or contractors. The beauty
of the independent rep is that he adapts very
quickly to the variations in different market
conditions and requirements.”
Atlantic Canada, according to Brockway, has its own challenges. “The biggest
difference comes with our market size
and geography,” he remarks, noting that
Atlantic Canada represents 6 to 8 per cent
of the Canadian market, and its territory
encompasses 2.4 million people in four
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provinces—two of which are islands. “Each
of these four provinces have very unique
personalities. We must adapt to each one in
order to gain confidence and have reasonable knowledge of their individual needs
and expectations. I know in some Canadian
sales territories this population base can be
covered in a city. We are a regional rep firm
and this gives us a certain level of continuity and allows for better management of
diverse market segments.”
Though the agency model in the electrical
market is working well just about everywhere in the country , Chamney pinpoints
some stark realities in Eastern Canada.
“Reps are embraced in some regions to a
greater extent,” he comments. “In terms of
culture and language, Quebec in particular
scares many manufacturers... where reps
are often hired to help bridge the company
and provincial cultural dif ferences. Ontario
is unusual in that it has most of the head
offices of ma nufacturers and distributors.
Many manufacturers feel they need direct
control in Ontario, opting for direct staf f
here and reps in all other territories. Ontario’s
independent reps are working very hard to
change this viewpoint.”

The CEMRA connection
Drawing representatives and manufacturers from across the country to work
together to improve the electrical channel, the Canadian Electrical Manufactures
Representatives Association (CEMRA) promotes its members as industry stewards
and publishes guidelines to best practices
within the electrical profession. Based in
Toronto, this is the Canadian equivalent to
NEMRA (National Electrical Manufactur ers Representatives Association), and both
organizations are closely linked.
A division of the Supply & Distribution (S&D) Council of Electro-Federation
Canada (EFC), CEMRA hosts annual conferences for education and networking to
help strengthen members’ sales, marketing
and management skills.
“Our ethics statement, as in all committees,
must be accepted voluntarily,” states Chamney. “In a nutshell, it tells us not to steal lines,
and to be ethical in our business practices.
Only true believers join the group. In many
cases, manufacturers will only hire CEMRA/
NEMRA reps due to our reputation.”
Tuggle exalts CEMRA/NEMRA for providing the tools to make an agency rep firm more

Nathalie Pilon, President, Thomas & Betts Canada,is pleased to announce the recent
appointment of Richard (Rick) Gingras to the position of Director , Business Process
Improvement, responsible for leading continuous improvement initiatives across sales
and administrative processes.
As Thomas & Betts’ operational link with electrical distribution,
Rick’s role is to seek out opportunities to improve the overall
customer experience using lean tools to reduce waste and to
improve, standardize and document business processes.
Formerly Director of Logistics, Rick has been a member of
the Thomas & Betts family since 1977. In 2003, Rick received
his black belt training in Lean Six-Sigma and has been
instrumental in the roll-out of the Lean Six-Sigma culture within
Thomas & Betts over the last eight years.
This appointment reﬂects the importance Thomas & Betts
places on continuous improvement throughout the supply
chain in order to continue delivering both top quality products
and superior service.
ttttt

Richard (Rick) Gingras
Director, Business Process Improvement
Thomas & Betts Canada

Thomas & Betts is a leading designer and manuf
acturer of electrical components used in industrial,
construction, communications and utility markets. With a portfolio of over 400,000 products marketed under
more than 40 premium brand names, Thomas & Betts products are found wherever electricity is used. With
12 manufacturing facilities located across Canada, 80% of the Thomas & Betts products sold in Canada are
manufactured in Canada.
w w w . t n b . c a

professional on both a systems and a sales
level. “They are the guiding lights to our business,” he declares. “There are also numerous
networking best practice groups and those provide us with the ability to use ideas from other
successful rep firms. The ethics guidelines are
also important as they provide a framework
for us to judge ourselves, our competitors and
potential new members, and to hold us all to
a higher level of behaviour.”
Commending his company’s connections
with the association, Goupil says, “CEMRA
has given us a professional status that would
have been hard to acquire without its existence. It’s given us guidelines to grow and
improve the way we do things constantly.”
Manufacturers are believers too. Independent reps are key to the Cooper Bussmann sales
and marketing strategy. “At Bussmann, we have
historically worked with agencies in Canada
and the U.S.,” says George Lundy, the company’s national sales manager, headquartered
in Mississauga. “The independents give us a
bigger bang for our buck. They are very efficient
in terms of generating sales per client visit per
salesman. They have created long-term relationships with customers; they have a deeper
and better understanding of those customers’
needs. They know their territory best.”
Barry Marcus of Marcus T ransformer
esteems his agencies. He has partnered with
15 of them across North America. “For a midsized firm such as ours, I believe an agency is
the only way to go. From a dollars-and-cents
perspective, agencies are themost cost-effective
and affordable alternative to factory sales staff,”
says the owner of the Montreal-based maker of
standard and custom-built industrial control
and distribution dry-type transformers for the
commercial, industrial and institutional sectors. “Our agents’ package of non-competing,
compatible products—fuses and conduits, for
instance—is complementary to ours, and that
helps pull our products into the sale. It’s a winwin for everyone in the process.”
Roney views most reps as roadwarriors who
are highly trained, armed with the tools and
intelligence to sell ef fectively. “Best-of-breed
reps make things happen. Manufacturer representatives build and nurture their customer
base with meticulous care. They are the mainstay of the markets they serve. Factory
salespeople may come and go, but the top
manufacturer representatives have many years
invested in their territory. We work hard to seal
the deal for manufacturers and end-users—
often with a smile and a handshake.”
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CEMRA forum

CEMRA’s growth & role in the
new Electrical Section
Cindy Doherty

T

his year marks the last year of my
two-year term as chair of CEMRA
(Canadian Electrical Manufacturers Representatives Association,
www.cemra.ca). I was the first to have
a two-year term, and I found it very
beneficial, as it allowed continuity.
I would like to extend special recognition to the CEMRA board of
directors for its participation this
past year: (W estern Canada) John
Baron, Elect-Tech Sales; Ed Tuggle,
D.A.D. Sales; Jim Modjeski, Titan
Marketing Solutions; and Garry Pestaluky, Hi-Tech
Sales; (Central Canada) Steve Collins, Collins Sales &
Associates; Jean-Sébastien Bercier, Desdowd; (Eastern Canada) Tony Munden, Munden Enterprises.
Marc Laplante of Laplante et Associés also deserves
thanks for his efforts representing Canadian reps on
the National Electrical Manufacturers Representatives Association (NEMRA) board. Thanks to Marc
and his predecessors, we have full voting status on
the NEMRA board and enjo y many of the b enefits
of NEMRA membership, such as use of software,
access to research and the Locator and, of course,
the annual conference. It still amazes me how many
potential leads you can get by attending this event
and the S&D Conference every year!
I would also like to extend a special thanks to T om
Brockway of Brockway Enterprises and his predecessors
for their work in getting reps to the table and allowing
us to gain credibility in the industry. Also, compliments
to Tom for his three years of CEMRA representation on
the Supply & Distribution Council executive.
We have come a long way as an organization; it
was back in the 1990s when we first approached the
Supply & Distribution (S&D) Council to come into
the organization under their wing. W e now have a
permanent position on the S&D Council, and that

position will work up through the
ranks to become chair of the new
Electrical Council Executive. S&D
activity, you will learn that S&D
and EEMAC (Electrical Equipment Manufacturers Association
of Canada) are joining to form one
council—the Electrical Council—
and manufacturer reps will be one
of the three key cornerstones of
that new organization.
I’d like to extend special recognition
to Ed Tuggle for his lead in the HST
project. CEMRA commissioned an accounting firm to
research required HST payments. This af fects reps
who sell products where the office is located in an HST
province. (This also affects all other companies. We will
make the report available to everyone shortly.)
I am pleased to remind you that the 2010 recipient of the CEMRA Academic Leadership Award went
to Curtis Flavel, a 4th year Electrical Engineering
student specializing in Power at the University of
Saskatchewan. Electricity has “fascinated” Curtis for
many years, as he grew up being mentored by his
father and grandfather, both of whom have worked in
the industry. Curtis’s father is an employee of Eaton
Electrical. We wish Curtis continued success in his
studies and look forward to his future contributions
to the electrical industry. Also, CEMRA continues to
support the EFC Foundation Scholarship Program
again this year.
In closing, I look forward to other members
becoming more involved in CEMRA and urge
everyone to attend our next major meeting in June
in Quebec City at the S&D Conference.
I have met a lot of industry peers as a CEMRA
member and it has helped me tremendously in my
business and my overall understanding of the industry. Thanks for your support.

Manufacturer
reps will be one
of the three key
cornerstones
of that new
organization.

Cindy Doherty is
the CEMRA chair
for 2009/2010, and
manages the Wire and
Cable Dept. at Intralec
Electrical Products.
She can be reached at
cdoherty@intralec.com.
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best practices

Making the case for customer incentive
and reward programs
Roger Partington
Contractors expect a lot
from their distributors,
and they frequently view
rewards as a symbol of
preferred status.

Roger Partington is a
management consultant
specializing in distribution
channels, channel relationships,
and sales & marketing
strategy for manufacturers and
distributors. He can be reached
at roger@coherentb2b.com.

C

ustomer purchase incentives/loyalty programs
have been around the industry since Day One,
and every distributer of fers some variation.
Manufacturers, too, have a big stake in thes e programs, as they provide considerable funding.
The extent and variety of these programs has
expanded over the last several years. Why? Because
they work! Any marketing person will tell you their
program shows measurable sales increases while
helping foster better relationships. Contractors expect
a lot from their distributors, and they frequently view
rewards as a symbol of preferred status.
In a world where competing distributors are often
viewed as providing equivalent value, the right incentive program will tilt the playing field. Contractors
now have a variety of incentive programs from which
to choose. They also know the best way to capitalize on these rewards is to channel a larger share of
their ongoing purchases to the distributor with their
preferred program.

must offer an attractive incentive that’s competitive
with other programs. By building in reward tiers,
special promotions and growth incentives, you can
better tailor the program to maximize ROI. Customer
communications, program roll-out and sales force
engagement must keep the targeting consistent. The
program must strive for a high ratio of engaged customers versus those customers who earn rewards but
do not change their purchase patterns.
In operation, loyalty programs must be responsive
to business opportunities. This is where analytics
come in. For example, knowing which customers are
active partcipants can guide sales strategies; knowing
their purchase patterns can trigger opportune emails
or sales calls. Incentives that are not directly related
to purchases but other marketing goals (i.e. training,
product demos or atten dance at events) should be
offered. This way, the loyalty program is part of the
entire customer engagement cycle.
Communication should be personalized, frequent
and engaging. Fortunately, your customer is naturally
What works best?
curious: How close am I to a free trip? What are my
Loyalty program performance has more to do with exe- reward possibilities? How can I earn points faster?
While you have their attention, you should include
cution than design. The key is customer engagement,
where there is no substitute for an enthusiastic sales links to new products, special of fers, new service
force and local service teams. While national programs capabilities and upcoming events. Capturing qualhave advantages, branch and regional promotions can ity customer demographic information will help you
be a very effective part of the mix. Typically, these are personalize communications and special offers.
shorter, seasonal promotions; it is easier to ramp-up the
Program measurement is part of the analytics
excitement for a three-month promotion than maintain capability and, over time, will guide the types of
it for an annual trip or ongoing points program.
promotions and communications you employ. AnaLoyalty-style programs succeed when they effec- lytics demonstrating sales performance and customer
tively use communications, analytics and customer engagement also helps you justify program support
targeting to build results over time. Because of their to a manufacturer.
scale, they can leverage communication tools and
information technology to engage customers at key
The challenge
decision points. A distributor has the flexibility to Loyalty programs are a big investment in dollars and
exploit the loyalty program for a myriad of short- and management resources, but a well designed and
long-term sales goals by adjusting points, leveraging executed program will improve ROI by targeting and
special offers and targeting communications.
engaging the right customers, and making the case
for manufacturer support. Better ROI justifies investGetting the most from a loyalty program
ing in the analytical and communication capabilities
At the outset, programs must be built around the
that will allow you to stand out from the competition
customer segments you wish to target. Payout ratios and earn a larger share of the contractor wallet.
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Ferraz Shawmut
is
now

We’ve shortened our name. And increased your expertise in the
safe and reliable transmission, distribution, and control of power.

What’s in a name? More products, solutions, and support than you’ve ever
had before to keep everything running safely. Changing our name changes
the game, giving you all of Ferraz Shawmut plus even more resources to
increase your expertise in the protection of power electronics, controls,
transmission, and distribution. Ready for the next level? It’s waiting for you at
fsisnowmersen.com/us/CADS1
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NoLube® SIMpull RW90™
and T90 cables enable
easier, safer pulling

Colored conductors
eliminate phase
taping, multiple pull
on single reel

Factory installed
SIMpull Heads™
eliminates time
consuming prep work

Lift reels safely and
efﬁciently with the
height adjustable
Maxis Jax

Maxis Pull-It 10K
requires no bolting
to the ﬂoor
Maxis Triggers dual
remote footswitches
ensures a safe pull

A WHOLE NEW WAY TO PULL WIRE.
For faster, cleaner, safer installations, make it SIMpull Solutions.SM
When it comes to pulling RW90 and T90, there’s the hard way—and then there’s the SIMpull® way. With SIMpull Solutions
from Southwire, installing building wire is faster, cleaner, safer and more cost-effective. SIMpull Solutions features
everything contractors need to maximize their time and resources: pre-installed pulling grips, colour-coded and paralleled
cables on stacked reels for multiple pulls, lightweight reel jacks and cable pullers that ﬁt into tight spaces. Best of all, there’s
no need to lube, greatly reducing prep time and cleanup. To learn more about how you can offer your customers SIMpull
Solutions, contact your Southwire representative or visit www.southwire.com/canadasimpullsolutions.

DON’T JUST PULL, PULL AHEAD.

www.southwire.com
Stouffville - 1-800-668-0303
Southwire and SIMpull Solutions are trademark
and registered trademarks of Southwire Company.
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